Access to information using the Internet has undergone dramatic change and expansion recently. The unrivaled success of the World Wide Web has altered the Internet from something approachable only by the initiated to something of a media craze -the information superhighway made manifest in the personal 'home page.' This paper surveys the beginnings of network information discovery and retrieval, how the Web has created a surprising level of integration of these systems, and where the current state of the art lies in creating globally accessible information spaces and supporting access to those information spaces.
-Introduction
In a previous survey [15] , I addressed repository services in support of software development. This paper reexamines some of those services in the more general context of information retrieval and examines a number of new systems that have been subsequently developed. In particular, I
consider the emerging field of network information discovery and retrieval, which addresses the increasingly diverse and voluminous base of information available on the Internet. Bowman, et. al. [9] postulate that 99% of the available information is of no particular interest to 99% of Internet users. Given this extraordinary level of information irrelevance, mechanisms to allow users to find that in which they are truly interested is of increasing criticality.
-General Internet Prototypes
The current Internet employs a diverse set of protocols and data formats. The systems described in this section are those that operate over a relatively orthogonal set of these protocols and formats, and those that are most commonly employed by typical users. The singular exception to this partitioning is the World Wide Web, an approach to integration of multiple protocols that has proven wildly successful in the last couple of years.
-Archie
The archie system is "an on-line resource directory service for an internetworked environment" [19] . While archie isn't truly a repository per se, since it doesn't actually contain the artifacts that it classifies, when treated as a whole with the diverse anonymous File Transport Protocol (FTP) sites that it references, it does fit into our discussion. Archie grew out of the efforts of Emtage and Deutsch to automate the creation and referencing of an index of the anonymous FTP sites many organizations support. A demon periodically sweeps through a list of known FTP sites, creating a list of artifacts accessible at each of them. This list of artifacts is then indexed for access by clients throughout the Internet seeking a site for some particular item. Users pose queries to archie as patterns to be matched against archive file names.
-Gopher, Jughead and Veronica
Gopher originated at the University of Minnesota * as a delivery system for campus-wide information. It subsequently expanded to a distributed client/server system spanning hundreds of servers. Gopher is a menu-based system, targeting simple terminals as well as more advanced systems.
Users access documents by traversing hierarchies of menus, some of which refer to remote sites. * The gopher, a small, squirrel-like mammal indigenous to North America, is the university mascot.
Jughead [38] linearizes gopher hierarchies and supports boolean and partial word searches against the resulting base of gopher menu titles. Recent versions of jughead feed this information into the veronica indexing system. Gopher servers are included in these indexing sweeps by registration with the "mother gopher" at the University of Minnesota. Hence jughead and veronica together comprise a scheme for indexing and search of gopherspace in a manner similar to that provided by archie for anonymous ftp sites. The principle distinction between jughead and veronica is that jughead indices tend to cover a single server and veronica is a global index of the entire gopherspace.
-Netfind
Netfind is a service providing user location services for the Internet, acting as a form of 'white pages' with a goal of identifying an email address for the sought-after individual [36] . It operates in two modes upon a user request -comprised of a user name and one or more words used as location hints. Site discovery examines a database of potential Internet subdomains, resulting in the presentation of a short list of alternatives to the user. User search involves interrogation of various services at those alternative sites which have been designated as most promising by the user.
Early versions of netfind employed a single information source, Usenet new articles [35] . The current version employs more than fifteen distinct information sources, including domain name servers, mail demons and finger demons [36] . Information discovered during site discovery is cached in a local database to improve behavior and discrimination in subsequent searches. This information is relatively static in comparison to that employed in user search, which emphasizes more transient forms, such as recent login information for a given user on a given local host. This partitioning allows netfind to scale well to large numbers of machines and users. The original system was accessed via telnet; more recent versions of the system have provided gateways for gopher and WAIS clients [9] .
-WAIS
The Wide Area Information Service (WAIS) started as an experiment in text-based distributed information systems by Thinking Machines and a number of collaborators [22] . (A commercial venture has subsequently been formed.) WAIS supports the notion of multiple servers; a user selects one or more servers to respond to a question, phrased as a string of words which are deemed relevant to the question. The main window contains a list of existing questions and a list of already known sources. Opening a source displays a window containing information concerning the nature and location of that source. This information includes the internet address and service port that the server listens to, as well as unit and cost fields (as yet unused) and a textual description of the source. A single server can support multiple sources, each separately indexed and independently accessible. A distinguished source server, maintained by Thinking Machines, acts as a directory to other servers by indexing source definitions. These source definitions are retrievable using the same question mechanism employed for other questions. The sole distinction is in the saving of results; saving a source definition places it in the directory containing the user's known sources, making it accessible for subsequent questioning.
-The World Wide Web
The World-Wide Web (known also as WWW or just 'the Web') [2, 3] is a distributed collection of clients and browsers, connected through the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) [4] and using, among other notations, the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) [5] . Clients refer to specific servers and specific artifacts on those servers through Universal Resource Locators (URLs), of the form:
<service>://<hosthame>/<pathname> where services include not only HTTP, but also Gopher, WAIS, FTP, news and Telnet. The hostname is a traditional Internet domain name (e.g., rbse.jsc.nasa.gov), and pathname refers to a particular artifact in the server's file space. Web clients requesting a specific URL receive an artifact prefixed with a MIME header [6] , indicating the artifact's type, creation / last modified dates, etc. 
-World Wide Web Specific Prototypes
The explosive growth of the Web has generated a great deal of research into mechanisms for information access that build upon the basic notion of hypertext as defined by HTTP and HTML.
The systems described in this section differ from those in the previous section solely by the fact that they rely upon the Web for interaction with their user communities.
-ALIWEB
ALIWEB [23] was designed to support the generation of user-searchable indices while avoiding the overhead incurred by typical spider architectures in the remote retrieval of many documents from many servers. Instead, each server administrator prepares an aggregate characterization of the artifacts available at their site, stores this in a specific URL path on that server (/site.idx), and then registers the existence of this index (along with an indication of how frequently the index will typically be updated) with the central ALIWEB site.
ALIWEB then periodically sweeps through its list of sites and retrieves those indices whose index has expired on the central server. The collection of site indices thus acquired are then merged into a single index for access by the general user population.
-InfoHarness
Infoharness [37] is an open, extensible system designed to provide access to large amounts of heterogeneous information through encapsulation of these information resources in meta-data ob- jects. The system architecture is comprised of a HTTP gateway, one or more InfoHarness servers, one or more InfoHarness collections, a meta-data generator which populates the collections, and a set of access tools (e.g., WAIS, relational databases, etc.). Users interact with the system through the gateway, which transforms requests into a form acceptable to the servers, which then act upon the request by returning portions of the meta-data, or by routing appropriate requests on to the access tool (which are responsible for manipulation of actual data).
Meta-data is stored in the collections as objects, comprised of [37] :
• an information unit (corresponding to some simple or aggregate data artifact accessible through an access tool);
• an optionally indexed collection of objects; or • an information unit and a non-indexed collection of objects as well as the usual named slots associated with objects.
-Harvest
Harvest [7, 8] supports "gathering, indexing, caching, replicating, and accessing Internet information." [7] It was designed for scalability and customization through the separation of gatherers, responsible for the acquisition of information, and brokers, responsible for collection, index generation and dissemination of that information. Gatherers run at provider sites, and transmit information thus acquired back to one or more brokers using a "summary object interchange format." [7] This allows for a significant reduction in network overhead when the transmitted information is heavily summarized or when there are many documents involved. Brokers interact with one or more gatherers for initial acquisition and with other brokers where useful to further filter information already collected by those brokers.
Indexing and search are supported by GLIMPSE [27] , a space-efficient indexing system with support for Nebula [10] (discussed in section 5.2) planned. Harvest has a broker-indexer interface specification that allows integration with multiple indexing/search facilities.
-PAINT
PAINT (Personalized Adaptive Internet Navigation Tool) [32] supports hierarchical hotlists in conjunction with Mosaic. This distinguishes it from the other information management tools described in this section in that it is intended to support a single individual user, rather than a community of users. PAINT supports the creation of hierarchical clusters of Web resources as name spaces. These hierarchies are presented to the user in a window containing a sequence of scrolling widgets which are manipulated in a manner reminiscent of the archie interface [15] . The principle design goal was to simplify the comprehension of hotlist elements. Based upon the number of hot-list manipulation schemes springing up to support Mosaic, this is a significant problem for serious users of the Web.
-Spiders and the World Wide Web
A Web spider is a program that autonomously explores the structure of the Web and takes some action upon the artifacts thereby encountered. This action might be as simple as counting the number of artifacts found, or as complex as a full text indexing of the contents of the artifact. Given the relative ease with which a spider can be constructed, it actually somewhat surprising that there are only twenty-odd spiders documented to date [25] .
This section does not attempt to be exhaustive concerning the spiders known to exist, * or exhaustive concerning full details about any given spider discussed. Rather, only the unique aspects of each are noted.
-Fish Search
The fish search mechanism of De Bra and Post [12] operates in a completely distinct mode from the other systems discussed in this section. Fish search is based upon an executing instance of a modified Mosaic that spawns a spreading activation of URL retrievals similar in behavior to schooling fish (hence the name). Fish search results are transient, available only to the specific Mosaic user and only for the duration of that execution of Mosaic.
-Lycos
The Lycos system [28] employs a Gnu DBM file to store the information discovered during its exploration. The information stored for a given document includes:
• the title; • headings;
• the 100 most weighty words;
• the first 20 lines of the document; and
• the size of the document, both in bytes and in words.
The rationale behind these choices is the creation of a scheme that is finite in scope -the information concerning a document is not dependent upon the size of that document. Lycos caches the first twenty lines of the document for display as part of the results of a user search of the index, providing a limited sense of context for the user without the need to accessed the matched documents. * Koster's "List of Robots" [25] is currently a reasonably authoritative list of known spiders.
-MOMspider
Fielding's MOMspider [21] was designed as a maintenance tool for large webs of HTML documents. It reaches out beyond the local server only to validate the existence of a document corresponding to the URLs found in documents appearing in its maintenance list.
-RBSE Spider
The RBSE Spider [16] retains both the structure of the Web as a graph representation is a relational database and a full text index of the HTML documents encountered. Searches can thus be specified either as SQL queries against the database, resulting in information concerning the nature of the Web itself (for example, Figure 2 , taken from [17] ), or against the full text index, resulting in information concerning the contents of documents that make up the Web. The full text index is currently supported through a slightly modified WAIS server.
-SG-Scout
Unlike most spiders, the SG-Scout [1] employs multiple Scout images to parallelize the exploration of the Web (usually four or five, but BeeBee recounts using up to thirty successfully). Impact on a given server is avoided by coordinating the Scouts to uniformly access all known servers over a given period of time. Note that this is quite distinct from the fish search, which is activated by a Web client and is focused on a specific document.
-WebCrawler
WebCrawler [33] also full-text indexes the documents encountered, operating with multiple retrieval agents in a server-breadth-first approach. The rationale behind the notion of a bread-first search with respect to servers rather than documents is that most servers currently have many related documents in a single subject area, rather than multiple subject areas. Skipping from server to server ensures broader coverage in results at the cost of requiring users to explore particular serv- In addition to the usual background indexing mode of most spiders, WebCrawler also supports a real-time search mode where the spider attempts to mimic typical user behavior by widening the search based upon the relevance of the documents linked to the current document.
-World Wide Web Worm
McBryan's World Wide Web Worm (WWWW) [29] retains a more limited information base, comprised of the document's title and contained anchor information. Search is limited to scanning individual records using pattern matching.
-Meta-data Facilities and Virtual File Systems
This section contains a sampling of information systems that form information spaces independent of the physical file spaces and systems that they reside upon and/or support. The defining criteria for membership here is the meta-nature of the information. The actual artifacts do not reside within these systems, but rather only information about how the artifacts are referenced and accessed via the underlying file space.
-Prospero
Prospero [30, 31] is a virtual file system, that is, a file system whose organization is independent of the physical file system(s) upon which it resides. It was designed with the intent of supporting the organization of information in an adaptable, collaborative manner, with many individuals and sites contributing to a shared pool of artifacts, while still supporting an individual's ability to create a personal perspective on that information organization. The original prototype [30] accomplished this through the definition of a set of virtual file commands (vls, vcd, etc.) that corresponded with the equivalent set of UNIX commands (ls, cd, etc.).
These surrogate commands, rather than interrogating the local file system, instead interrogated virtual file servers on participating sites. Depending upon access rights, a user could traverse the file space, create and destroy directories and links to files in the local file system, and access virtual files. The virtual system model that formed the basis of this prototype is now also used in archie (discussed in section 2.1).
Prospero supports two additional forms of file system links, union links and filter links. A union link merges the referenced directory with the directory containing the union link such that a single, merged virtual directory is created when the link is accessed. A filter link involves the attachment of a program to a link which is executed when the link is accessed. The result of the program execution forms the content of the link. This is useful for creating refinements (by document type, for example) of directories of heterogeneous artifacts.
-Nebula
Nebula is an associative typed file system [10, 13, 14] designed to support an increased semantic access to files within file spaces. Nebula is comprised of three components [13] :
• the object database stores -file objects, comprised of attribute-value pairs, -a grammar reference, employed in interpreting file objects, and -storage references, which can be either local file blocks or distributed references via some access protocol;
• the type manager, responsible for managing the inheritance hierarchy of file types and the incremental grammars used in interpreting them; and
• the view manager, used to create namespaces out of the file space of objects stored within Nebula.
Information is generated and accessed through creator and exporter modules. The creator module creates instances of the file types and populates attributes of those instances with values extracted from the file object (using the grammar associated with that type) or acquired from the user. The exporter module supports manipulation of existing file objects. This manipulation can be fairly traditional, in the case of accessing views as semantic surrogates for directories, or what more specialized manipulations traditionally associated with applications, in the case of mail or news tools.
Views involve two conceptual mechanisms [10] . Scope addresses refinement of a containing view through a specification of a refinement criteria. This supports logical clustering of potentially heterogeneous file objects based upon the externally specified criteria. Containment addresses shared properties of the file objects comprised the contents of the view. This supports the logical clustering of (at least partially) homogeneous file objects.
-MORE
The Multimedia Oriented Repository Environment (MORE) [18] was designed as a set of application programs (more specifically a set of CGI executables * ) that operate in conjunction with a stock HTTP server to provide access to a relational database of meta-data similar to that for NELS [15] . Each MORE facility is generated by a distinct program, resulting is a very modular and hence adaptable system architecture. The entire MORE interface, client browsing and search, repository definition, data entry and other administrative functions, is provided through stock Web clients. MORE provides separate hierarchies of meta-classes and collections and support for controlled access to proprietary collections through the definition of user groups. With the single exception of the system front page, the entire user interface is accomplished as dynamically generated HTML.
MORE is a meta-data based repository -the information stored in its underlying database is not the artifacts themselves, but rather information concerning the artifact, which is stored using other mechanisms (the file system, another database, or another software package such as a configuration management tool or CASE environment). The two distinct representation mechanisms allow a mix of homogeneous (through the class definition hierarchy) and heterogeneous information (through the collection hierarchy).
The class definition hierarchy is single inheritance, with a base class that is customizable at installation time through the database definition scripts (no software changes are required). The semantics of the system require that the base class contain at least an asset id, title and node typewith additional fields added as required. Further definition of the class hierarchy is then carried out completely through the librarian interface, with the database interface generating the calls to the DBMS to dynamically create and destroy classes and their corresponding relations as necessary. Figure 3 shows the MORE class browser.
The collection hierarchy supports the aggregation of assets without respect to their defining class. Any given collection can contain a set of assets drawn from any number of classes, as well as sets of subcollections and related collections. The MORE collection browser is shown in Figure   4 . Any asset will always be a member of at least one collection in the hierarchy, but can be a member of as many collections as is appropriate, at any level in the hierarchy. Furthermore, each collection can have associated with it one or more groups which are authorized to access the assets and subcollections making up the collection. Groups in turn are made up of sets of users and other groups -all defined through the librarian interface. Users not transitively a member of a designated group for a given collection will never see the collection (or its contents) through any of the browser or search mechanisms.
The related collection mechanism is unary, a given collection can refer to another collection without the referenced collection being required to reciprocate. This allows work groups to refer-ence more public collections without revealing the contents (or existence) of their own collections to the organization or public at large. Assets, as mentioned earlier, are characterized by their metadata, which includes an address, (normally a URL) that provides a clickable path to the asset by marking-up the title field, as shown in Figure 5 . A special case involves assets that are composites -made up of a number of distinct artifacts. We organize these into directories in a server file space (usually the same server as MORE is using), one asset per directory and one asset artifact per file. The URL is then a path from the server root directory to the asset's directory. This results in a list of files marked up as links.
In addition to the browsers, MORE supports both relevance-feedback search and search by field value. Relevance-based search is provided by the Natural Language Search facility. Users select a collection to start the search with, indicate whether search should be limited to just that collection or include its subcollections, whether to expand the search to include synonyms for search terms, and enter the search terms themselves. Results are returned as a ranked list of hyperlinks to the corresponding metadata (and a direct link to the artifact itself if it is accessible). The search 
-A Brief Comparison
The order of the Internet services shown in Table 1 follow a rough ordering by sophistication.
Archie is by far the most primitive mechanism, limited to only the name of a file residing on an anonymous ftp host. Gopher augmented with jughead and/or veronica form a searchable information space comparable to that of WAIS, since each entails a content-indexed document space. Netfind's relative sophistication derives not from its rich content, but rather the diversity of sources upon which it relies to assist a user in locating a particular person. The Web allows a provider to employ a simple mechanism, hyperlinks, in a variety of ways, from simple creation of document hierarchies (effectively subsuming gopher) to dynamically generation of 'bridge' documents into other information systems.
The true power of the Web is not its base representation, but rather its extensibility -in format and representation of artifacts referenced and manipulated through MIME support, integration Table 2 , and extension with indexing support via spiders, as summarized in Table 3 .
The Web prototypes vary dramatically in scope and current coverage of the Web. PAINT is intended as a personal tool, while the other three are intended as more global support for the Web community at large. Of the global services, InfoHarness scope is confined to serving as a bridge to existing information systems. ALIWEB and Harvest, on the other hand, are intended as support for access to Web artifacts only. InfoHarness also does not require any particular action on the part of the operator of the existing information system, with the possible exception of granting access to the process/server running the meta-data generator. ALIWEB and Harvest require that participating Web server administrators create synopses (in the case of ALIWEB) or run a gatherer process (in the case of Harvest). Hence server participation in these systems may not be as complete as for the Web spiders, which require nothing of a Web server except the machine time and network bandwidth necessary to access the server's holdings.
If we categorize fish search as just an aggressive form of Web browser, the principle means of distinguishing the various spiders are in their goals, their coverage, and their representation.
MOMspider is a special case, given its goal of verification of the links contained in a local Web, hence its need for persistence or rich representation is limited. The remaining spiders clearly demonstrate the coverage/content trade-offs entailed in attempting to index a large information space.
SG-Scout and WWWW retain very little of what they discover, but strive for complete discovery and characterization of the Web. Lycos, the RBSE Spider and WebCrawler opt for increasing levels of content and hence (presuming finite resources for index generation and storage) must necessarily limit their coverage of the Web. Table 4 shows the meta-data and virtual file systems. These systems, by far, involve the most complex representations addressed in this paper, with multiple representations, access modes and means of manipulation, although InfoHarness is a reasonable candidate for inclusion in this category. Each supports characterization of information through attribute-value schemes, embedded into a more traditional mechanism, in the case of Nebula's associative file system, or the discrete and explicit meta-data representation of MORE. Development plans for both Prospero and Nebula involve integration into the Web, most likely in a manner similar to that provided by InfoHarness, i.e., a gateway mechanism supporting access without a complete redesign of the original system.
Both Nebula and MORE support direct manipulation of the user's visibility, using view definition and group membership, respectively. Prospero's filter link mechanism offers greater power, however, given the ability to program in an arbitrary semantics for a filter. Note, however, that this involves non-trivial action on the part of the Prospero user wishing to generate a custom view of their information space.
-Conclusions
Network information systems have experienced dramatic growth through the systems described above. Not withstanding the observations of Shklar, et. al. [37] concerning write-only databases, these systems provide great promise in achieving information access of truly great breadth -Vannevar Bush's dream made real [11] .
However, with global access and rich manipulation support comes potential for abuse and disagreement. Koster's guidelines for robot (spider) authors [24] formed an early means for the Web Increasing levels of software sophistication and the advent of agent technology on the Web has lead to preliminary examination of both ethical concerns for the agents themselves [17, 20] , and how use of these agents might incur unanticipated results. Pottmyer's notion of renegade processes [34] offers a glimpse at a potential future and the kind of control and authorization schemes that might be required. 
